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"Predict, Prevent, Detect, Respond – Timeless Principles of Security"

Abstract: This talk is about the timeless security principles of prediction (threat modeling and vulnerability analysis), prevention (stop threats from being able to carry out their objectives), detection (identify anomalous and malicious activity), and response (rapidly respond to threats with appropriate action). See how you are already subconsciously executing this formula without realizing it and learn how to apply these principles to other aspects of security, including your own personal safety.

Kai is the founder of Black Cipher and spearheads the firm’s cybersecurity services. He has 15 years’ experience in IT and 10 years’ experience in cybersecurity. He holds numerous IT security certifications under the auspices of Carbon Black, Fortinet, CompTIA, and Offensive Security. Before founding Black Cipher, Kai worked for Lockheed-Martin where he played a pivotal role in network security.

As a contributor on the topic of cybersecurity, he's written articles for the NJ Law Journal, NJ Business Magazine, ALTA, PICPA, and Bankrate.com. For seminars, he's presented for NJCPA, NJAPA, NJMGMA, NJHIMMS, IAPP, Philadelphia and Burlington/Camden County, NJ Bar Associations.
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